AUDIO POST PRODUCTION
CASE STUDY

CJAZ helps SNK Studios
become part of the prestigious
Trusted Partner Network.
THE BUSINESS SNK STUDIOS
SNK Studios are audio postproduction experts based in the
heart of London. Specialists in voiceover recording, creative sound
design and mixing award-winning
sound since 2004.

Client since 2018
Film & Media Industry
Based in Central London
snkstudios.co.uk
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THE PROJECT

Why choose CJAZ?

The TPN Assessment took 12 months to
complete from initial audit and strategic
planning to actually delivering the changes
needed to comply with the TPN highsecurity standards.
The audit covered almost 300 separate checks,
CJAZ Consulting helped to fulfill all of the IT
assessments and checks around data IO, network
and IT security of which there were about 100.

Protect client content
Bigger clients
Bigger projects
Cyber secure
More efficient
More competitive
Safeguard reputation

THE RESULT
"It's a huge achievement - a year in the making - and in
completing the process, SNK Studios joins an elite group of
vendors working with the worlds leading creative companies.
The CJAZ Team's flexibility, knowledge and experience wowed the TPN
assessors and reflected brilliantly on our company. Basically making them
happy, made us very happy indeed!" said Seb Juliver, SNK Studios Founder.

"We absolutely love working with the CJAZ team. Their service is responsive,
hands-on and they offer so much experience and knowledge, it's hard to
believe they do not work in the film and audio industry!
They are definitely the closest thing we could get to an in-house IT team.

"I can't praise Nick and his team highly
enough and I would recommend his
services without hesitation."
Seb Juviler, Founder & Head of Studios, SNK Studios

Start your TPN Assessment today
Call our digital security experts
on 020 3950 0360

